**WHAT’S INSIDE:**

**SPORTS**

- INTRAMURAL SOCCER
- Winter break breaks in

**OPINIONS**

- Despite losing its master's pro-

**DAILYIOWAN.COM POLL:**

- Should more money be put toward the Iowa City bus system?

**WEATHER**

- Mostly sunny, light winds.

---

**The Iowa City police received 51 reports of break-ins between December 2011 and Jan. 17, 2012.**

By DORA GROTE

Alyssa Makropoulos returned to her apartment after winter break to discover that several hundred dollars of electronics had been stolen. Only one of her windows had a sliced screen.

“We were really bummmed that they took our stuff, but it was more weird that they were in our apartment,” the University of Iowa junior said.

Makropoulos and her roommates lost a TV, a music player, Wii controllers, and two gaming systems, introduced the bill in January.

The Iowa City police statistics show that this was one of 31 Iowa City residential burglaries committed between December 2011 and Jan. 17 — an increase of 31 reported burglaries over the same time last year. Twenty-five of these burglaries were committed over the time in 2009-2010.

While the warm weather at the end of the year brought out shorts and T-shirts, the Iowa City Police would point out outside security lights are unlocked. Now, we have a wooden bar that we put on our front doors to prevent people from entering," she said.

“We're not affected because we monitor all our buildings, and we do routine checks,” said Mike Oliveira, the general manager of Properties Prodigy.

Rollies said apartments that are not secure and without outside security lights are more likely to be broken into. Though the Iowa City Police increase patrols during winter break, Bailey said, officers cannot be in numerous places at one time.

Iowa City police Sgt. Denise Brotherton said burglary awareness is a must for young people. "I think even older people want to see more young people running." But Tim Hagle, a UI associate professor of political science, said there is a lack of experience.
The Pew Research Center has reported new marriages in the U.S. fell by 21,139 between 2009 and 2010. By CHASTITY DILLARD

chastity@daily-iowan.com

The number of new marriages foropener couples has decreased in recent years. However, college-educated couples are more likely to stay in marriages than those who don’t have degrees. (The Daily Iowan)

The northeastern area of the country has been more stable toward marriages. (The Daily Iowan)

The rate of new marriages foropener couples has decreased in recent years. However, college-educated couples are more likely to stay in marriages than those who don’t have degrees. (The Daily Iowan)

Women are more educated than the past, and not only do they have more financial stability, but they are more likely to go into the workforce.” Boxer said.

“Men and women are now more stable in that they go to college and go to work.”

And though divorce has eroded a share of currently married adults, the Pew study said, divorce rates have leveled off and play less of a factor.

Trent Willson, the director of the National Marriage Project, said he interprets marriage trends very positively for college students.

“Divorce has been coming down for college-educated Americans since the 1960s, and college-educated families have been more stable since the 1980s,” he said.

Willson said college-educated adults have more resources to build strong marriages.

“They are more marriageable, and it’s more likely for them to connect,” he said. “At a cultural level, college Americans are more likely to want to have these kids in their family life and that makes a more safe and stable family life.” To put it in colloquial terms, because they are able to put childish things aside, their marriage is more likely to not have baby drama drives.”

Alyssa Love said her original plan was to marry in a courthouse before, but Tyler Love was trying to have the wedding delayed. But when deployment was canceled, the two decided to have a full-out wedding ceremony.

“Both of us wanted to succeed in our college careers, and we also have a plan for what we want to do, and I think that helps a lot,” she said. “I just want to have (the deployment) fall back on us. I want to be a stay-at-home mom. I don’t know why I want to do that, but I know that’s what I want to do.”

Man charged with official interference

Police charged an Illinois man who was accused of trying to get police off.

Jennifer Fehrman, 19, was charged Jan. 21 with possession of a firearm and interfering with official acts.

According to a report, police found eight rounds of a .45-caliber handgun on a mower. Jennifer Fehrman said she and her boyfriend went to view the mower after a neighbor used to own it.

While the rounds were considered to be a firearm, the police report said there was no evidence of an illegal firearm.

The rounds were allegedly found during a search warrant of a car that was seized.

Jennifer Fehrman said she was cited for violation of a fire license.

— By Conrad Swenson

Candle started fire, officials say

Iowa City Fire Department officials determined that an unidentified candle started a fire at 35 Ash Street. The fire began just before 3 a.m. in a residence near Purity Community church, according to the city’s report.

— By Jake Spevacek

Area man faces numerous charges

A West Liberty man, 25, was more likely to be charged with burglary and assault.

According to North Liberty police, Larry Scrimge, 41, arrived at his girlfriend’s home on Jan. 21, where the two reportedly started a fight. Scrimge allegedly threw the woman to the ground and tried to strangle her.

While fighting Scrimge, the woman broke a fingernail off and stated “I thought she was going to kill me,” the report said.

The woman suffered bruising around her neck and face to her head region, the report said.

The woman allegedly asked Scrimge to leave and also reported that she wanted the alleged assault, the report said.

First-degree burglary in a Clear Lake home, punishable by up to 25 years, false imprisonment in a serious manner, punishable by up to one year and a maximum fine of $3,000. Domestic assault in an aggravated form, punishable by up to two years and a maximum fine of $5,000.

— By Conrad Swenson

#PEACE CORPS NEEDS APPLIANCE #WITH DEGREES & SKILLS IN: #English Education #Teaching Agriculture #Forestry Environment #Public Health #Math Science #French Spanish

Life is calling. How will you answer it? 800.424.8580 peacelover.org

Contact UI Peace Corps Rep: Meredith Mahly Gall
Office for Study Abroad, International Programs
peacecorps.uiowa.edu, 319.335.0347, facebook.com/UIPeaceCorps
Office Hours: Tuesdays 9am-12pm and Wednesdays 11am-2pm

Attend a campus Info Session: 1/25, 2/13, 3/6, 4/11, and 4/24
For a full list of campus events, visit peacecorps.gov/events. Sign up for updates at peacecorps.gov/info.

Get Iowa City to your phone

Scan this code and press "send" to follow Iowa City on Facebook.

Peaceland's recent efforts to bring youth to peace corps has been deployed overseas. But before in a courthouse before, Tyler Love was trying to have the wedding delayed. But when deployment was canceled, the two decided to have a full-out wedding ceremony.

“Both of us wanted to succeed in our college careers, and we also have a plan for what we want to do, and I think that helps a lot,” she said. “I just want to have (the deployment) fall back on us. I want to be a stay-at-home mom. I don’t know why I want to do that, but I know that’s what I want to do.”

The rate of new marriages foropener couples has decreased in recent years. However, college-educated couples are more likely to stay in marriages than those who don’t have degrees. (The Daily Iowan)
can hinder younger people in a run for political office.

"People are usually going to want to see someone who has established themselves in something before running for office," he said. "They're not going to want a candidate who would cause voters to say, 'Yeah, that's a good program, but I don't think he's a good representative for me.'"

Hagle said the possibility of a school having to address a political position arises when the program's name is known in the district before running or at the time the district is smaller. He mentioned Iowa City, Marion County and West Des Moines as examples.

"My advice for young people running for political office is to work really hard in terms of articulating a message and getting their names out," Hagle said. "Name recognition is critical."

---

**Spring break in the cloud forest**

By RANA MUSTAFAY

Some University of Iowa students will flock to the Costa Rican forests during a spring break international program to study sustainability in and around the Monteverde Cloud Forest Reserve in Costa Rica.

"I'm mostly excited to go abroad students, no matter where they go, is that they learn about the country they travel to," he said. "But not all students are interested in academics during their week off.

"I feel like spring break is supposed to be a week to step away from the learning environment for and have fun," said UI junior Logan West.

"It's important that the project they do have a lasting impact rather than a short spring break spent in Miami," he said.

This will be the first UI international program to occur solely over the week of spring break, said John Rogers, an assistant director of the Study Abroad Office. He said the "alternative spring break program will cater to an increasing interest from students to study abroad during their week off.

"We continue to grow, more and more students because of the economy," he said. According to a 2009-10 Study Abroad report, 1,305 UI students studied abroad, up from 1,283 students in the previous year. Rogers said that so far, six students have applied to the program, though he expects the number to rise before the Wednesday deadline.

The program, which costs $765 plus around $500 for airfare, will be based in the University of Georgia's campus near Monteverde, Costa Rica. Students will learn about societal, economic, and environmental interactions by visiting with local farmers and sustainable farmers and tourist reserve. UI sophomore Sydney Rogers said that so far, six students have applied to the program, though he expects the number to rise before the Wednesday deadline.

"I feel like spring break is supposed to be a week to step away from the learning environment for and have fun," said UI junior Logan West.

**DRINKING**

continued from 1

"I am concerned about language in the bill that specifically targets consumption of alcohol," said UI Student Government President Elliot Higgins. "People under the age of 21 are already faced with numerous rules that target consumption. Enlarging the scope of what is against the law is what concerns me."

He said that if the bill was reworked, it would be more beneficial to Iowa citizens. "I think that it's important that the university takes underage drinking seriously, especially binge drinking," Higgins said. "I do not like the University of Iowa having professors as a party school. I think it damages the value of the degree."

---

**Looking for a Doctor?**

UI Health Care—Southeast Iowa City welcomes new services and physicians to the clinic.

Family Medicine
Denise Adams, MD
Katie Imborek, MD

General Pediatrics
Shannon Sullivan, MD
Jerald Woodhead, MD

Contact us for more information.

**University of Iowa Health Care**

The scene at an Iowa City house party in 2010. A Republican-sponsored bill under consideration in the Iowa Legislature would give police more authority for the people who are found to be having voluntary consuming alcohol on their property. (The Daily Iowan/Adam Wesley)
Sing the national anthem properly.

Is the Iowa State Marching Band the only group that can sing the national anthem properly? This is a question often debated at football games throughout the year. The tradition of singing the national anthem has been part of American culture since the early 19th century and is a symbol of patriotism and respect for the flag. It is important to sing the anthem properly, especially at public events and gatherings. The correct way to sing the national anthem is with proper pronunciation and enunciation, as well as with a sense of respect and solemnity.

Opinions

Title: Claim federal rail funding while its still there

The Iowa Legislature and Gov. Terry Branstad should be hailed for their efforts to secure federal funding for a passenger rail system connecting local cities to the Chicago area and beyond. This is a step in the right direction for a transportation infrastructure that has been long overdue.

The Federal Railroad Administration last year approved a $2 million grant to start the planning process for a $58 million project that would enable a passenger rail system to serve the state. This is a significant investment that will provide a much-needed alternative to the current transportation infrastructure.

However, it is crucial that we take advantage of this opportunity while the federal funds are available. The Department of Transportation should continue to work with the federal government to secure additional funding for this project.

This is not just a matter of convenience for residents, but also for economic development. A well-connected transportation network can attract businesses and create jobs.

It is also important to remember that this is a federal grant, and the funds may not be available indefinitely. The state should act quickly to ensure that this project moves forward.

In conclusion, the state should continue its efforts to secure federal funding for a passenger rail system. This is a step in the right direction for a transportation infrastructure that has been long overdue. It is crucial that we take advantage of this opportunity while the federal funds are available. The Department of Transportation should continue to work with the federal government to secure additional funding for this project. This is not just a matter of convenience for residents, but also for economic development. A well-connected transportation network can attract businesses and create jobs. It is also important to remember that this is a federal grant, and the funds may not be available indefinitely. The state should act quickly to ensure that this project moves forward.
**The Daily Iowan**

**HUNGRY?** Check out The Daily Iowan Dining Guide only at dailyoian.com.

**Submit an Event**
Visit www.dailyiowan.com for special event calendars.

**Tips for Maximizing Financial Aid**
Office of Student Financial Aid, 9:30 a.m., 1005A Main Library

**Vascular Conference**
3:30 p.m., 1505 Colliton Pavilion

**Environmental Health Seminar**
4 p.m., 1506 Colliton Pavilion

**Grand Rounds**
4:30 p.m., Ziffen Auditorium, 15012 Colliton Pavilion

**Life in Iowa Career Series**
Resume Workshop, 1:30 p.m., 1117 University Center Cafeteria

**English Conversation Group**
5:30 p.m., UHC Antrum Hospital

**Train Talk**, “Motivation,”
Recreational Services, 6 p.m., Campus Recreation & Wellness Center Meeting Room 2

**Live from Prairie Lights**
Adrie Hoffman and PeterCole, nonfiction, 7:30 p.m., Light, 1503 University Museum

**Bassoon Recital**
Barbara Bower, bassoon, 7:30 p.m., Pappajohn Pavilion

**UI Flight Night**
30 p.m., Yacht Club, 135 Linn

---

**Student Information**
Lifestyle, support, 11 a.m., 2966-Z

**Student Organization**
Fair, 11 a.m.-3 p.m., IMU Main Lobby

**Department of Psychology**
Career 11 a.m., Colliton Pavilion

**Pediatric Surgery**
Round 11 a.m., Colliton Pavilion

**Department of Pharmacology**
Visiting Seminar Speaker, 10:30 a.m., 1117 Medical Education & Research Facility

**Department of Psychiatry**
CMU Grand Rounds, 11 a.m., Colliton Pavilion

---

**Question:** How many chairs are in an average room?

**Answer:** Around to make the room's shape logical, but all the chairs don't make that hard.

---

**Question:** What is your favorite show on the Disney Channel?

**Answer:** I don't know, but before that, I was both Dophin and still, and

---

**Question:** How many “enemies” do you have?

**Answer:** Are you asking me?

---

**Question:** How many people are in your family?

**Answer:** Three.

---

**Question:** Is your name Hebrew?

**Answer:** Yes, my name is Andrew.

---

**Question:** Who is the last friend you made?

**Answer:** I try to have zero. This requires several murders.

---

**Question:** What are your plans for the rest of the day?

**Answer:** When I eat, the food's going in the fork or the knife go in the toilets in my kitchen.

---

**Question:** What is your name?

**Answer:** No, my name is Andrew R. Juhl.

---

**Question:** Is your name Adina Hoffman and Hawkeye News, coaches’ news conferences?

**Answer:** Yes, that's me.

---

**Question:** Does a greater enthusiasm into whatever you do, and you will draw attention. Your ability

**Answer:** To answer any of the readers who submitted these. 3:15 — hopefully, with a better view of what you want to do in the future. Now is the time to contemplate things so you can move for-
J-School upbeat about grad program

The school has received more than 50 applications for its graduate program.

BY AUDREY OWYER

The University of Iowa School of Journalism and Mass Communication said rebranding efforts are growing in more students for the graduate programs, despite the recent loss of accreditation for the master’s program.

So far, the school has received more than 50 graduate applications for next fall’s graduate program, 15 applications for the master’s program last fall, and 50 applications for its graduate program.

The school decided to rebrand the programs and review the curriculum after the master’s program lost its accreditation in July 2011. According to a 2009 Graduate Program assessment, the number of applicants to the M.A. program hasn’t fluctuated since 2004, with 19 students enrolling on average per year.

The school has also noticed an increase in international applications. “We have more applicants by far than we can accommodate,” Eko said, and he has also noticed an increase in international applications.

Eko said all costs associated with the rebranding process have been covered by the school. “We have a good brand,” he said. “We expect a robust class for the fall,” he said. “We have a good brand,” he said. “We expect a robust class for the fall,” he said.

The M.A. program has seen a drop in students, with 46 enrolled in 2007 and 10 enrolled in 2009.

The M.A. program has seen a drop in students, with 46 enrolled in 2007 and 10 enrolled in 2009.

The school decided to rebrand and “revitalize” the master’s program last fall because of the program’s low numbers and “inflation” in graduate applications. “They will come,” Eko said. “It was just never underlined very much. We are waiting for history lessons and that they will come.”

The master’s program lost 15 percent of its students for the fall of 2011. The UI agreed to a peer evaluation in October 2010. The UI said in a statement that the master’s program should have that option.
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The school decided to rebrand and “revitalize” the master’s program last fall because of the program’s low numbers and “inflation” in graduate applications. “They will come,” Eko said. “It was just never underlined very much. We are waiting for history lessons and that they will come.”
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It has been 44 days since the retirement of Norm Parker was announced, and the Iowa football program is still without a defensive coordinator.

Throughout the nearly month and a half, many names have been bandied about for the vacant position. But the search will end with a man already in Iowa City: Phil Parker.

He is Iowa’s current defensive-back coach, he has been on the Hawkeye staff for Kirk Ferentz’s entire tenure, and he served as co-defensive coordinator during Norm Parker’s health-related absence in 2010.

Ferentz will likely prefer the consistency of promoting a current assistant, as opposed to bringing someone in from outside the program.

Phil Parker would probably keep many of his predecessor’s schemes while adding his own touches to the Iowa defense. This would provide a smooth transition for both coaches and players. Plus the players, instead of having to acclimate to a new coach, would simply have to adapt to the minor changes installed by a familiar face.

While bringing in someone like former Penn State coach Tom Bradley or another big name may inspire more enthusiasm among the fans, Parker would be a good choice to keep the program stable.

Parker has coached players now in the NFL, including 2007 NFL Defensive Player of the Year Bob Sanders and Super Bowl-bound Tyler Sash, and his successes as defensive-back coach would translate to the entire defense.

The question about a rough transition for players is moot. People come and go in sports all the time, both on the field and on the sideline, and a new face would shake things up and keep conference foes from feasting on Iowa’s old plays.

The longer Ferentz waits to hire someone, the more likely it becomes that Parker will take the reins as other names drop out of the market. Parker 2.0 wouldn’t be the end of the world; the system has largely been successful for more than a decade, and Phil Parker might add enough wrinkles to keep opponents off balance.

But the Hawkeyes have lost a lot of players this offseason on both sides of the ball, and it isn’t reasonable to expect the defense as it is to make up for the lack of Riley Reiff, Marvin McNutt, and a proven running game.

It’s time to shake things up in Iowa City.
**Bulls 110, Nets 95**

**Banged-up Bulls cruise**

BY ANDREW SELENIUS

CHICAGO — Derrick Rose and Richard Hamilton each scored 22 points to lead the banged-up Chica- go Bulls to a 110-95 victory over the New Jersey Nets on Monday.

Hamilton set season highs in points and assists (11) and hung with Deron Williams after missing four games with a sprained left big toe.

Jordon Noah chipped in with 16 points and 10 rebounds, and the Bulls made it look easy enough to their fourth-straight win even though they’re hardly a picture of health at the moment. They still turned in an impressive performance.

Rose seemed hobbled at times, but was able to stick with one of the game’s best point guards, hours after he said the injury could be an “issue for the rest of the season.”

The Bulls were helped from Hamilton, who deliv- ered one of his best performances as a Bull.

Noah came up big, too, after missing a game with a rib injury. He said neither he nor Rose had held out with one of the game’s best point guards, hours after he said the injury could be an “issue for the rest of the season.”

The Bulls were helped from Hamilton, who deliv- ered one of his best performances as a Bull.

CONTINUED FROM 10

“[We] didn’t stop him from hitting the next thing you know, he’s calling the audible to the next play.”

Noah said. “[Burke]’s 4 assists per game rank as the Big Ten’s third-best average. He also is 12th in scoring at 14.6 points per game.

The Bulls did all that even though they were missing one of their best players in Deng, who was suspended Jan. 22 and might miss a few more games. Coach Tom Thibodeau said he’s day-to-day and didn’t completely rule out surgery even though he doesn’t think it will be necessary.

Burke said “it’s still con- sidering some doctors.” Look- ing for an extended period would be a big blow, but the Bulls believe they have enough depth to over- come injuries.


Beilein said. “I know when I’m on a relay with someone like girls like Damania (Cubelisic) and Jihlece (Davies), we’re always cheering for each other, pumping each other up. When I’m going fast, I’m saying things like, ‘Come on, get me out there so I can take us home.’ ”

The team says it takes pride in what it does, and

Carlos — who first came on for both the 200- and 400-med- ley relays as a freshman in 2008-09 — is being selected for a relay is one of the highest priorities. No- one can receive from the coach.

“Being chosen as one of four people to represent the team is a serious accomplish- ment,” she said.

“Tough to play in them. "I think the most impor- tant part is the spirit of the
team," she said. “I know when I’m on a relay with someone like girls like Damania (Cubelisic) and Jihlece (Davies), we’re always cheering for each other, pumping each other up. When I’m going fast, I’m saying things like, ‘Come on, get me out there so I can take us home.’ ”

The team says it takes pride in what it does, and

Carlos — who first came on for both the 200- and 400-med- ley relays as a freshman in 2008-09 — is being selected for a relay is one of the highest priorities. No- one can receive from the coach.

“Being chosen as one of four people to represent the team is a serious accomplish- ment,” she said.
Inside the swimmers’ relay

By TORK MASON

Relay races are arguably among the most exciting events in swimming, especially for fans who crave drama.

“Relay races are some of the relay experience like for the athletes competing,” said junior captain Daniela Cubelic. “You know, you’re giving your all out, getting [your teammates] going,” she said. “Some screaming, yelling, and you have to make sure you’re going out there and working as a team. It’s really challenging not to get up there and scream your heart out, getting [your teammates] going,” she said. “Some screaming, yelling, and you have to make sure you’re going out there and working as a team. It’s really challenging not to get up there and scream your heart out, getting [your teammates] going,” she said. “Some screaming, yelling, and you have to make sure you’re going out there and working as a team. It’s really challenging not to get up there and scream your heart out, getting [your teammates] going.”
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